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Concepts addressed:  
Nationalism and Imperialism  
 

I. Nationalism  
A. Use of citizen-soldiers/call to arms by French during Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars  
B. Replacement "religion" for those disaffected with the Church and desirous of change  
C. Increasing belief in the need for "nations" to govern themselves  
D. Leading spokesmen included: Mazzini and Cavour in Italy, Michelet in France  
E. Potentially threat to status quo - "the people" should govern, enjoy self-determination rather than 

foreign powers or even kings  
F. Often subversive - many clandestine youth groups promoted nationalism: Burschenschaft in 

Germany, "Young Italy" movement, Carbinari, etc.  
G. Drove unification of Italy (early 1860s) and of Germany (1871)  
H. Based upon some combination of common language, religion, customs, determination to live 

together - might stress political ties (France, England) or linguistic/"spiritual" ties (German 
nationalism)  

I. Basis for Belgian independence from Austria (1830); emergence of Finland and Norway as 
independent states (early 20th century)  

II. Imperialism  
A. Expansionist efforts based upon desire to spread Christianity, civilization, and commerce  
B. Unlike colonialism of early modern period, imperialism offered a mission/ideology that proposed 

advantages for both the imperial power and the colonized peoples  
C. Colonialism primarily in New World - Imperialism increasingly in Asia, Africa to establish 

permanent control not just trade  
D. British Empire - "the sun never set on the British empire" given geographic spread - Canada, 

Australia, India, S. Africa, territories in Africa and S. Asia  
E. French Empire - Western and northern Africa, Indochina  
F. Other imperial powers: Portugal, Belgium, Germany, Netherlands  
G. Rebellions and resistance to imperialism grew as peoples gained exposure to European ideas, 

education, political structures  
H. Economic exploitation: infrastructure and production oriented for the good of the imperial 

power not for the territory itself  
I. Disruptions in language, social structure - European powers "coopted" natives for 

administration (caught between two worlds)  
J. Efforts to control China led to disintegration of Chinese government that enabled Japanese 

conquest of Manchuria in 20 century  


